
 

 
September LoRR 2005 

 
Greeting’s unto the Adrian Empire and the College of Arms, 
 

 Since December of 2004, the College of Arms has registered some 234 
Arms. Regionally 349 Arms have been processed.  Locally one can only guess at how 
many have been created and consulted on. This is close to three times more arms 
registered than the past 4 years. I have to say “thank you” to all the Imperial Regional 
Deputies, Kings of Arms, Queens of Arms, Heralds and Pursuivants, who processed their 
submissions, filed the re reports and fulfilled their duties to the Adrian Empire and the 
College of Arms. This process works only because of those who have put forth such 
effort with out self interest. With only the desire to advance the Adrian culture, promote 
the Structure of the College of Arms and educate in the splendor of Heraldry. 

I as well as many members of the College realize that there are goals still to be 
reached. But I truly believe that the structure and foundation of the current College is 
strong and with so many members of the Empire newly reaching out and contributing, I 
am sure all goals and needs of the Empire will be met. 

Thank you members of the College of Arms, Thank you, Imperial Majesties and 
Thank You Adria for your support,  and this opportunity to have served . 

 
 
With that said….. 
 



I Sir L’Bete’e deAcmd 
Imperial Sovereign of Arms 
Fleur de Lis King of Arms 

 
Have the pleasure to bring forth: 

The September 2005 
 Letter of Registration and Return 

& 
September 2005 Armorial 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
 

Registered 
 
 
Albion 
 
Angus MacBrus    Device    K-Albion  (Sept/2005) 
 Azure, two griffins addorsed Or and argent. 
 
House Tranton   Estate   K-Albion  (Sept/2005) 
 Per pale azure and sable, a winged unicorn salient argent. 
 
Rhonwen Tranton   Device  K-Albion  (Sept/2005) 
 Argent, a horse salient sable within a bordure azure. 
 
 
Umbria 
 
Margarita DuBois   Device   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Argent, a bend sinister purpure surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise  

purpure. 
 
Margarita DuBois   Badge   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Argent, a arrow inverted bendwise purpure. 
 
Margarita DuBois   Device   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Purpure, a bend sinister argent surmounted by a arrow inverted bendwise argent. 



 
Ulis Rowden    Device   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Sable, upon a bend between two bows Or a arrow bendwise sinister sable. 
 
House Black Arrow    Badge  K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Or, a arrow bendwise sinister sable. 
 
House Crescent Blade   Device  K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Per pale gules and argent, a crescent bendwise sinister enfiled with a sword  
 inverted within a bordure countercharged. 
 
Richard Reven   Device  K-Umbria  (Set/2005) 
 Sable, upon a pile inverted azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe inverted argent. 
 
Richard Reven   Device  K-Umbria  (Set/2005) 
 Sable, upon a lozenge azure fimbriated argent a battleaxe argent. 
 
 
Ebon DeLafort   Device  K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Argent, a stag at gaze vert. 
 
Barony of Lions Court   Estate   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Quarterly purpure and sable, in 1 and 2 a lions head caboshed argent. 
 
Barony of Bismarck   Estate   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Per saltire gules and Or, a lozenge countercharged 
 
Silvia Gustavson   Device   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Vert, a bowen’s knot bendwise argent 
 
Silvia Gustavson   Device   K-Umbria  (Sept/2005) 
 Per pale vert and argent, a wheel countercharged. 
 
 
York 
 
Orso de Bears   Badge   K-York (Sept/2005) 
 Quarterly gules and sable, in chief a bear rampant Or. 
 
Aurora de Barbaratte   Device   K-York (Sept/2005) 
 Gules, upon a lozenge Or within a wreath of thorns sable a rose gules slipped and 

 leaved vert. 
 
Govannon ap Gwydion   Device   K-York  (Sept/2005) 
 Per pale sable and argent, three crosses patee in pale countercharged. 



 
 
 
 
 

Returns 
 
 
Umbria 
 
 
Nikoli Gustavson   Device K-Umbria (Sept/2005) 
 Argent, a wheel proper and a chief checky gules and sable. 
Returned for violation of HMRRA I. B.2 : Field divisions of more than four (4) parts 
(gyronny, checky, bendy, paly, etc.) must be comprised of 
one (1) color and one (1) metal. 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 


